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Abstract
We reﬁne implemented backtracking algorithms for a number of problems re-
lated to Dung’s argumentation frameworks. Under admissible, preferred, com-
plete, stable, semi stable, and ideal semantics we add enhancements, what are
so-called global looking-ahead pruning strategies, to the-state-of-the-art imple-
mentations of two problems. First, we tackle the extension enumeration prob-
lem: constructing some/all set(s) of acceptable arguments of a given argumenta-
tion framework. Second, we address the acceptance decision problem: deciding
whether an argument is in some/all set(s) of accepted arguments of a given argu-
mentation framework. The experiments that we report show that the speedup
gain of the new enhancements is quite signiﬁcant.
Keywords: Algorithms, Argumentation Semantics, Argument-based reasoning
1. Introduction
Our study is centered around abstract argumentation frameworks (afs) in-
troduced in [12]. afs are an important model for reasoning over conﬂicting ar-
guments [17]. Applications of afs are likely in diverse domains such as medicine
[16], e-government [3] and agriculture [20]. Argumentation semantics are con-
cerned with deﬁning the acceptable arguments in a given af. There are a
number of semantics for diﬀerent motivations, see [2] for an excellent review.
Several problems related to argumentation semantics are computationally hard
[14]. In general, algorithms for solving these problems can be either direct or
indirect; see the survey of [9]. Indirect approaches are reduction-based meth-
ods such that the problem at hand is translated to another form to be solved
by an oﬀ-the-shelf system. Direct approaches are dedicated algorithms (e.g.
backtracking algorithms) that search for a solution to the input af. In this
work we present improvements over the running-time eﬃciency of the state-of-
the-art backtracking-based algorithms presented in [19, 18]. We highlight our
contributions in two speciﬁc points:
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1. Under a number of argumentation semantics (speciﬁed shortly) we en-
hance the backtracking search (for sets of acceptable arguments) by a
more powerful pruning strategy, so-called the global looking-ahead strat-
egy.
2. We set out a backtracking-based approach to deciding acceptance under
diﬀerent semantics, i.e. whether an argument is in some/all set(s) of ac-
ceptable arguments of a given af, without necessarily enumerating all
such sets.
More concisely, we present an improved backtracking-based implementation
for diﬀerent problems in argumentation frameworks. The source code of the im-
plementation is available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/argtools/.
The main enhancement implemented is the global looking-ahead pruning
strategy. Informally, this strategy enables a backtracking procedure (during
traversing the search space) to regularly look-ahead for dead-ends (i.e. paths
that do not lead to solutions) early enough such that considerable time is saved.
Throughout the paper we precisely illustrate the new looking-ahead strategy.
However, a high-level idea of the global looking-ahead is given in the next section
after we present a necessary background on abstract argumentation frameworks.
2. Preliminaries
We recall the deﬁnition of abstract argumentation frameworks from [12].
Deﬁnition 1 (Dung’s Argumentation Frameworks). An abstract argumen-
tation framework af is a pair (A,R) where A is a set of abstract arguments and
R ⊆ A×A is a binary relation, so-called the attack relation.
We refer to (x, y) ∈ R as x attacks y (or y is attacked by x). We denote by
{x}− respectively {x}+ the subset of A containing those arguments that attack
(resp. are attacked by) the argument x, and so we use {x}± to represent the set
{x}+ ∪ {x}−; extending this notation in the natural way to sets of arguments,
so that for S ⊆ A,
S− = { y ∈ A : ∃ x ∈ S s.t. y ∈ {x}−}
S+ = { y ∈ A : ∃ x ∈ S s.t. y ∈ {x}+}
We say S ⊆ A attacks T ⊆ A (or T is attacked by S) if and only if
S+ ∩ T = ∅. S ⊆ A attacks x ∈ A (or x is attacked by S) if and only
if x ∈ S+. Given a subset S ⊆ A, then
• x ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t. S if and only if for every (y, x) ∈ R, there is
some z ∈ S for which (z, y) ∈ R.
• S is conﬂict free if and only if for each (x, y) ∈ S × S, (x, y) /∈ R.
• S is admissible if and only if it is conﬂict free and every x ∈ S is acceptable
w.r.t. S.
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• S is a preferred extension if and only if it is a ⊆-maximal admissible set.
• S is a stable extension if and only if it is conﬂict free and S+ = A \ S.
• S is a complete extension if and only if it is an admissible set such that
for each x acceptable w.r.t. S, x ∈ S.
• S is a semi stable extension if and only if it is admissible and S ∪ S+ is
maximal (w.r.t. ⊆).
• S is the ideal extension if and only if it is the maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) admissible
set that is contained in every preferred extension.
Preferred, complete and stable semantics are introduced in [12]. Ideal semantics
is presented in [13] whereas semi stable semantics is presented in [24, 5]. Under
these semantics, we are concerned with four problems:
P1. Given an af H = (A,R), enumerate all extensions of H.
P2. Given an af H = (A,R), build an extension of H.
P3. Given an af H = (A,R) and an argument a ∈ A, decide whether a
is in some extension of H. In the literature this is called the credulous
acceptance problem.
P4. Given an af H = (A,R) and an argument a ∈ A, decide whether a is in
all extensions of H. This is called the skeptical acceptance problem.
To provide an overview of the new looking-ahead strategy consider for ex-
ample the af depicted in ﬁgure 1. Assume a backtracking procedure tries to
build a preferred extension starting with the set S = {b}. Then, assume the
procedure adds the argument e to S. At this point, our new global looking-
ahead will detect that S is not possible to be expanded to a preferred extension
because b can not be defended anymore; so the procedure will not try to extend
further any set T ⊇ {b, e}, whereas previous backtracking algorithms may not
discover such conﬂict in an early stage of the search process. Global looking-
ahead is a simple yet powerful mechanism. In the following sections we explain
how to incorporate the global looking-ahead in the state-of-the-art backtrack-
ing algorithms in a cost-eﬀective way such that the overall performance of the
algorithms is signiﬁcantly improved.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows, in section 3 we present the
algorithms for problems P1 & P2 along with a demonstration on the new en-
hancement. Then in section 4 we give the algorithms for problems P3 & P4
with the new features explained. In section 5 we show experimentally how the
reﬁned algorithms result in a better performance, and lastly we conclude the
paper in section 6.
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Figure 1: A backtracking procedure using the new looking-ahead will not try any T ⊇ {b, e}.
3. Enhanced looking-ahead in backtracking algorithms for the exten-
sion enumeration problem
We present respectively enhanced algorithms for listing preferred extensions,
admissible sets, complete extensions, stable extensions, semi stable extensions,
and lastly for constructing the ideal extension.
3.1. Preferred Semantics
Before presenting our algorithm in full, we give the reader a high-level notion
of backtracking algorithms. As we are concerned with building extensions (i.e.
subsets of arguments) consider the task of subset enumeration of A = {x, y, z}.
Then, a backtracking search procedure recursively traverses a conceptual binary
tree in which the root node is an empty set {}. Then the procedure forks to a left
(respectively right) node by including (respectively excluding) some argument,
say x. Thus, the left subtree represents all possible subsets S ⊇ {x}, whereas the
right subtree represents all possible subsets T  {x}. See ﬁgure 2 that shows
an implicit binary tree for a backtracking procedure constructing subsets of
{x, y, z}. As the problems we tackle in this paper are in general around building
set-inclusion maximal subsets then all of the algorithms of the paper traverse
the binary tree (see ﬁgure 2) from left to right to make sure that maximal sets
are visited ﬁrst, and so maximality check is made more eﬃcient. Referring to
ﬁgure 2, to check whether {x} is a subset of other solution subsets all we need
is to compare {x} with the constructed subsets so far. This is true because
the subsets not constructed yet certainly do not include {x}. Concluding a
general description of the backtracking search, we note that a search procedure
backtracks and follows a diﬀerent path if it detects that a solution can not be
reached by pursuing the current path. Or the procedure simply backtracks to
ﬁnd another solution.
So far, we discussed argumentation semantics using set-theoretic notations to
deﬁne diﬀerent kind of extensions. Another way to deﬁne argumentation seman-
tics is in terms of labellings. A common comprehensive handling of labelling-
based semantics is introduced in [6], where it is shown that extensions and
labellings are interchangeable. In [6] argumentation semantics are characterized
using three-label mapping λ → {IN,OUT,UNDEC}. For example let (A,R)
be an af and S ⊂ A be an admissible set, then the corresponding admissible
labelling λ → {IN,OUT,UNDEC} for S is deﬁned by the set
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Figure 2: subset enumeration of the set {x, y, z}.
{(x, IN) | x ∈ S} ∪ {(x,OUT ) | x ∈ S+} ∪ {(x, UNDEC) | x ∈ A \ (S ∪ S+)}.
In other words the IN label denotes that an argument is in the set S ⊂ A,
the OUT label that an argument is attacked by S and the UNDEC label that
none of the previous holds.
For the purpose of constructing argument extensions, we use a ﬁve-label
mapping Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,BLANK,MUST OUT}. The extra
labels, BLANK & MUST OUT, are used for algorithmic purposes only. The
BLANK label is the initial label for all arguments in a given af. An argument
x is labeled with MUST OUT if and only if:
1. there is an argument y with Lab(y) = IN such that x ∈ {y}−,
2. and there is no argument z with Lab(z) = IN such that x ∈ {z}+.
The MUST OUT label denotes an argument that must be labeled OUT to
make the set of IN arguments admissible, but does not have yet an attacker
labeled IN. Our algorithm is a depth-ﬁrst-search backtracking procedure (and
so all of the algorithms presented in the paper) that passes along an abstract
binary tree. The nodes of the tree are diﬀerent states of a total mapping Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,BLANK,MUST OUT}. In what follows we deﬁne
diﬀerent kinds of states, from now on we refer to these states by labellings. We
start with deﬁning the initial labelling (i.e. the root node of the binary tree.)
Deﬁnition 2 (Initial Labelling). Let H = (A,R) be an af and S ⊆ A be the
set of self-attacking arguments. Then the initial labelling of H is deﬁned by the
union: {(x,BLANK) | x ∈ A \ S} ∪ {(y, UNDEC) | y ∈ S}.
Trying to build a set including (respectively excluding) some argument, the
algorithm forks to a left (respectively right) node by what we call transitions.
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Recall that we build conﬂict-free sets, and so including an argument in a set
will consequently expel the neighbor arguments out of the set. Hence, a left-
transition involves three actions: labelling some argument with IN, its attackers
with MUST OUT while the arguments it attacks are labeled OUT. A right-
transition is basically equivalent to labelling some argument with UNDEC. In
what follows we precisely deﬁne left and right transitions.
Deﬁnition 3 (Left-Transition). Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab : A → {IN,
OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping and x be an argu-
ment with Lab(x) = BLANK. Then the left-transition of Lab to a new labelling
Lab′ using x is deﬁned by:
1. Lab′ ← Lab.
2. Lab′(x) ← IN .
3. for each y ∈ {x}+, Lab′(y) ← OUT .
4. for each z ∈ {x}− with Lab′(z) = OUT, Lab′(z) ← MUST OUT .
Deﬁnition 4 (Right-Transition). Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab : A → {IN,
OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping and x be an ar-
gument with Lab(x) = BLANK. Then the right-transition of Lab to a new
labelling Lab′ using x is deﬁned by:
1. Lab′ ← Lab.
2. Lab′(x) ← UNDEC.
We specify terminal labellings that are associated with leaf nodes of the
search tree. Terminal labellings imply that further transitions are not possible
simply because there is no argument left with the BLANK label.
Deﬁnition 5 (Terminal Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
Lab is a terminal labelling of H if and only if for each x ∈ A, Lab(x) =
BLANK.
Terminal labellings are either dead ends or solutions. Here we deﬁne dead-
end labellings.
Deﬁnition 6 (Dead-end Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
Lab is a dead-end labelling of H if and only if Lab is a terminal labelling and
there is x ∈ A with Lab(x) = MUST OUT .
Now we deﬁne solution states. A solution state is actually a labelling that
corresponds to a preferred extension. We deﬁne ﬁrst admissible labellings then
preferred labellings.
Deﬁnition 7 (Admissible Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
Lab is an admissible labelling of H if and only if Lab is terminal and there is
no x with Lab(x) = MUST OUT .
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Deﬁnition 8 (Preferred Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
Lab is a preferred labelling of H if and only if Lab is an admissible labelling and
{x | Lab(x) = IN} is maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) among all admissible labellings.
We give now algorithm 1 that ﬁnds all preferred extensions of a given af
when called with the initial labelling. This is to show a high-level view of
the basic mechanism of all algorithms presented in the paper. Note that all
procedures in this paper are called by reference to the passed parameters, unless
otherwise speciﬁed.
Algorithm 1: Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 if Lab is a dead-end labelling then
2 return;
3 if Lab is a terminal labelling then
4 if Lab is an admissible labelling then
5 if {x | Lab(x) = IN} is not a subset of any set in E then
6 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}} ;
7 return;
8 select any argument x with Lab(x) = BLANK;
9 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the left-transition of Lab using x;
10 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
11 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
12 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
The behavior of algorithm 1 is depicted in ﬁgure 3.
We illustrate that algorithm 1 is sound and complete.
Proposition 1. Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab be the initial labelling of H and
E = ∅. Then after calling algorithm 1 with Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E),
E is the set of all preferred extensions of H.
Proof: Algorithm 1, and so all of the algorithms of the current paper, can
be proved by contradiction. Firstly we note that completeness is guaranteed by
the fact that the algorithm builds every conﬂict-free subset of A, which follows
directly from deﬁnitions 3 & 4. Also note that conﬂict-free sets are added to
the set E if and only if they are admissible and not a subset of any admissible
set in E. To show the soundness, assume that algorithm 1 reported incorrectly
S preferred. Then, S is not a maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) admissible set. S being not
admissible is a contradiction with the actions of line 4 of the algorithm. If S
7
Figure 3: The behavior of algorithm 1 in listing the preferred extensions of a given af.
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is admissible but not maximal then there is a preferred extension T ∈ E such
that S ⊆ T . This contradicts with the actions of line 5 together with the fact
that maximal subsets are constructed ﬁrst. 
Note that algorithm 1 backtracks if a dead-end labelling is reached or it
backtracks to ﬁnd another preferred extension. To improve the performance of
algorithm 1 we note dead-end labellings can be detected earlier before reaching
them. Therefore, we deﬁne a hopeless labelling, expanding of which will lead
only to dead-end labellings.
Deﬁnition 9 (Hopless Labelling). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab : A →
{IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then Lab
is a hopeless labelling of H if and only if there is x ∈ A with Lab(x) =
MUST OUT such that for all y ∈ {x}− Lab(y) ∈ {OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC}.
We give algorithm 2 that backtracks whenever a hopeless labelling is reached.
This mechanism, i.e. detecting (and avoiding) fruitless paths before getting to
a dead-end labelling, is the spirit of the new looking-ahead enhancements.
Algorithm 2: Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 if Lab is a hopeless labelling then return;
2 if Lab is a terminal labelling then
3 if Lab is an admissible labelling then
4 if {x | Lab(x) = IN} is not a subset of any set in E then
5 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}} ;
6 return;
7 select any argument x with Lab(x) = BLANK;
8 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the left-transition of Lab using x;
9 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
10 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
11 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
We illustrate the soundness and completeness of algorithm 2.
Proposition 2. Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab be the initial labelling of H and
E = ∅. Then after calling algorithm 2 with Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E),
E is the set of all preferred extensions of H.
Proof: It follows directly from the similarity between algorithm 2 and al-
gorithm 1. The only diﬀerence between algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 is that
algorithm 1 backtracks if a dead-end labelling is reached while algorithm 2
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instead backtracks if a hopeless labelling is reached. Recall that a dead-end
labelling is a terminal labelling in contrary to a hopeless labelling, which is not
necessarily terminal. However, if we further expand a hopeless labelling, then by
its deﬁnition we ended up with a dead-end labelling. Note that a labelling Lab
being hopeless implies the fact that there is x with Lab(x) = MUST OUT such
that for all y ∈ {x}− Lab(y) ∈ {OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC}. Transitioning
such Lab will not change this situation, which is a basic condition of dead-end
labellings. 
We add now two changes to algorithm 2 that also improve the eﬃciency
of preferred extension enumeration. The ﬁrst change is about the argument
selection for labelling transition. In all of the presented algorithms we select an
argument x with Lab(x) = BLANK such that x has the maximum number of
neighbors, we call such x an inﬂuential argument.
Deﬁnition 10 (Inﬂuential Arguments). Let H = (A,R) be an af, x ∈ A
and Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total map-
ping. Then x is inﬂuential if and only if Lab(x) = BLANK and for all y with
Lab(y) = BLANK |{x}±| ≥ |{y}±|.
For the second change of algorithm 2 we note BLANK arguments that are
attacked only by OUT/MUST OUT arguments must be labeled IN because if
the current labelling expanded to an admissible labelling then these arguments
will be acceptable with respect to the constructed admissible set. Thus, we prop-
agate labellings using must-in arguments. A deﬁnition of must-in arguments is
given ﬁrst then followed by a speciﬁcation for labelling propagation.
Deﬁnition 11 (Must-in Arguments). Let H = (A,R) be an af, x ∈ A
and Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total map-
ping. Then x is must-in if and only if Lab(x) = BLANK and for all y ∈
{x}− Lab(y) ∈ {OUT,MUST OUT}.
Deﬁnition 12 (Labelling Propagation). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
the propagation of Lab is deﬁned by the following actions:
1. if there is no must-in argument, then halt.
2. pick a must-in argument x.
3. Lab(x) ← IN .
4. for each y ∈ {x}+, Lab(y) ← OUT .
5. go to 1.
Now, we present algorithm 3 that includes the two changes, i.e. argument
selection and labelling propagation. The changes implemented in lines 8 & 9.
Here we illustrate that algorithm 3 is sound and complete.
Proposition 3. Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab be the initial labelling of H and
E = ∅. Then after calling algorithm 3 with Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E),
E is the set of all preferred extensions of H.
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Algorithm 3: Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 if Lab is a hopeless labelling then
2 return;
3 if Lab is a terminal labelling then
4 if Lab is an admissible labelling then
5 if {x | Lab(x) = IN} is not a subset of any set in E then
6 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}} ;
7 return;
8 propagate Lab;
9 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
10 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the left-transition of Lab using x;
11 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
12 get a new labelling Lab′ by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
13 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
Proof: Algorithm 3 diﬀers from algorithm 2 in two issues: argument selection
(line 9) and labelling propagation (line 8). We note that any argument selec-
tion strategy is valid and does not aﬀect the soundness/completeness of the
algorithm. As to the labelling propagation soundness, assume the algorithm
reported incorrectly S admissible due to an argument x ∈ S that was incor-
rectly added by labelling propagation. This means x is not acceptable to S,
and hence there is y ∈ {x}− with Lab(y) = UNDEC. This is a contradiction,
recall labelling propagation is about including arguments that are attacked only
by OUT/MUST OUT arguments. Lastly, observe that by labelling propagation
we exclude admissible labellings that are not preferred due to the existence of
must-in arguments; hence the algorithm is complete. 
We present now algorithm 4, an optimized version of algorithm 3. There are
three optimization points. For the ﬁrst point, we drop the recursive call after
a right-transition and put a while structure to do the required loop operation,
see lines 3 & 7. For the second optimization point, we increase the number
of checks for a hopeless labelling. Now we check for a hopeless labelling every
time a labelling changes. Thereby we possibly save a considerable amount of
running-time, see lines 2 & 6 & 8. For the third optimization, we start the
algorithm by propagating labellings. Consider for example an acyclic input af,
then by applying labeling propagation only we get the preferred extension of
the given af.
We believe the three changes do not raise doubts about the soundness (or
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Algorithm 4: Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 propagate Lab;
2 if Lab is hopeless then return;
3 while Lab is not terminal do
4 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
5 get a new labelling Lab′ by running the left-transition of Lab using x;
6 if Lab′ is not hopeless then Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab′, E);
7 update Lab by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
8 if Lab is hopeless then return;
9 if Lab is admissible then
10 if {x | Lab(x) = IN} is not a susbet of any set of E then
11 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}};
completeness) of our algorithm. Figure 4 depicts the behavior of algorithm 4 in
listing the preferred extensions of a given af. We do not mean by this example
to show the improvements brought by algorithm 4. In fact, the algorithm of
[19] will behave on this example similarly to algorithm 4.
Now we show the improvement of algorithm 4 over the algorithm of [19]. To
do so, we recall the hopeless labelling characterization of [19].
Deﬁnition 13 (Hopeless Labellings of [19]). Let H = (A,R) be an af,
x ∈ A and Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total
mapping such that Lab(x) = IN . Then Lab is a hopeless labelling of H due to
x if and only if there is y ∈ {x}− with Lab(y) = MUST OUT such that for all
z ∈ {y}− Lab(z) ∈ {OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC}.
Now we are ready to give the two diﬀerences between algorithm 4 and the
algorithm of [19]:
Diﬀ 1. The algorithm of [19] identiﬁes hopeless labellings by checking the at-
tackers of some argument (that is why we call it a local looking-ahead),
whereas algorithm 4 captures hopeless labellings by investigating every
argument with the label MUST OUT in the framework (that is why we
call it a global looking-ahead).
Diﬀ 2. The algorithm of [19] checks for hopeless labellings less often, only after
left-transitions. In contrast, algorithm 4 checks for hopeless labellings on
three occasions, see lines 2, 6 & 8.
We present an example to show the impact of the new enhancement. Refer-
ring to ﬁgure 5, at this state of the given af algorithm 4 stops searching and
12
Figure 4: The behavior of algorithm 4 in listing the preferred extensions of a given af.
13
Figure 5: An example to show the enhancement of algorithm 4 over the state-of-the-art
algorithm presented in [19].
backtracks because the argument a, which is labelled MUST OUT, is attacked
only by the argument f that is OUT. On the contrary, the algorithm of [19] will
continue searching by testing the argument g with the label IN, which is unpro-
ductive. However, we verify experimentally the signiﬁcance of the enhancement
in section 5.
3.2. Admissible Sets
For listing admissible sets we present algorithm 5, which is a modiﬁcation
of algorithm 4. There are two diﬀerences between algorithm 4 and algorithm 5:
Diﬀ 1. Labelling propagation is not applicable for enumerating admissible sets.
Diﬀ 2. By deﬁnition, maximality check is not needed for building admissible sets.
To justify Diﬀ 1, consider an af H = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c)}) with Lab =
{(a, IN), (b, OUT ), (c, BLANK)}. Then, using the argument c algorithm 5
14
performs a left-transition and then a right-transition to report respectively
{a, c} and {a} admissible. In contrast, algorithm 4 will propagate Lab to
{(a, IN), (b, OUT ), (c, IN)}, thereby building the preferred extension {a, c}.
Note that with labelling propagation the admissible set {a} is overlooked.
Algorithm 5: Enumerate Admissible(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 while Lab is not terminal do
2 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
3 get a new labelling Lab′ by running the left-transition of Lab using x;
4 if Lab′ is not hopeless then Enumerate Admissible(H,Lab′, E);
5 update Lab by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
6 if Lab is hopeless then return;
7 if Lab is admissible then
8 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}};
3.3. Complete Semantics
To present our algorithm for complete extension enumeration, we deﬁne ﬁrst
complete labellings.
Deﬁnition 14 (Complete Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping. Then
Lab is a complete labelling of H if and only if Lab is admissible and for each x
with Lab(x) = UNDEC there is y ∈ {x}− with Lab(y) = UNDEC.
Thus, complete labellings go hand in hand with labelling propagation. This
is because a complete labelling can not be reached if a procedure applies a
right-transition using a must-in argument, which is a BLANK argument that is
attacked only by OUT/MUST OUT arguments. Next we prove that a complete
labelling corresponds to a complete extension, i.e. the set of IN arguments of a
given complete labelling is a complete extension.
Proposition 4. Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab be a complete labelling of
H. Then, the set S = {x | Lab(x) = IN} is a complete extension of H.
Proof: Assume S is admissible but not complete. Then there is x ∈ S with
Lab(x) = UNDEC such that x is acceptable to S. This is in contradiction
to the deﬁnition of complete labellings. Similarly, S being not admissible is a
contradiction. 
We give algorithm 6 that lists complete extensions.
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Consider an af H = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b)}) with Lab = {(a,
UNDEC), (b, OUT ), (c, IN)}. Then, {c} is admissible but not complete be-
cause a, which is with Lab(a) = UNDEC, is acceptable w.r.t. {c}. Therefore,
algorithm 6 diﬀers from algorithm 4 in two aspects:
1. Maximality check is not required for listing complete extensions, contrary
to preferred extensions.
2. By the deﬁnition of complete labellings, the property that every UNDEC
argument being attacked by an UNDEC argument is essential in identify-
ing complete extensions, see line 9 of algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: Enumerate Complete(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 propagate Lab;
2 if Lab is hopeless then return;
3 while Lab is not terminal do
4 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
5 get a new labelling Lab′ by running the left-transition of Lab using x;
6 if Lab′ is not hopeless then Enumerate Complete(H,Lab′, E);
7 update Lab by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
8 if Lab is hopeless then return;
9 if Lab is a complete labelling then
10 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}};
3.4. Stable Semantics
Recall that if S is a stable extension of an af H = (A,R) then S+ = A \ S.
Therefore the UNDEC label is not usable in characterizing stable semantics,
and so stable extensions can be constructed by using a 4-label mapping Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,BLANK}. Although left-transitions are valid
for listing stable extensions, we note right-transitions are not applicable any
more due to the absence of the UNDEC label. In the following deﬁnition we
describe right-transitions for listing stable extensions.
Deﬁnition 15 (Right-Transition-Stable). Let H = (A,R) be an af, Lab :
A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,BLANK} be a total mapping and x be an argu-
ment with Lab(x) = BLANK. Then the right-transition-stable of Lab to a new
labelling Lab′ using x is deﬁned by:
1. Lab′ ← Lab.
2. Lab′(x) ← MUST OUT .
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We emphasize that for listing stable extensions we use a 4-label mapping
instead of a 5-label mapping in specifying the initial labelling, left transitions,
terminal labellings, dead-end labellings, hopeless labellings, must-in arguments,
labelling propagation, and inﬂuential arguments. These concepts are analogous
to the ones under preferred semantics but again with dropping the UNDEC
label. Now we describe stable labellings.
Deﬁnition 16 (Stable Labellings). Let H = (A,R) be an af and Lab : A →
{IN,OUT,BLANK,MUST OUT} be a total mapping. Then Lab is a stable
labelling of H if and only if Lab is terminal and there is no x with Lab(x) =
MUST OUT .
Observe that stable labellings capture stable extensions. Let H = (A,R) be
an af and Lab be a stable labelling of H. Then it follows directly, from the
deﬁnition of stable labellings and right-transition-stable, that the set S = {x |
Lab(x) = IN} is a stable extension of H.
For listing stable extensions, we present algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: Enumerate Stable(H,Lab,E)
input : H is an af,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,BLANK},
E ⊆ 2A.
1 propagate Lab;
2 if Lab is hopeless then return;
3 while Lab is not terminal do
4 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
5 get a new Lab′ by running the left-transition of Lab using x;
6 if Lab′ is not hopeless then Enumerate Stable(H,Lab′, E);
7 update Lab by applying the right-transition-stable of Lab using x;
8 if Lab is hopeless then return;
9 if Lab is a stable labelling then
10 E ← E ∪ {{x | Lab(x) = IN}};
To summarize, algorithm 7 is diﬀerent from algorithm 4 in three issues:
1. By deﬁnition, maximality check is not required for listing stable exten-
sions.
2. Algorithm 7 uses a four-label mapping
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,BLANK},
whereas algortihm 4 applies a ﬁve-label mapping
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC,BLANK}.
3. The right-transitions for stable extension enumeration is modiﬁed as spec-
iﬁed in deﬁnition 15.
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3.5. Semi Stable Semantics
For listing semi stable extensions we present algorithm 8. It is known that
a subset S is semi stable if it is preferred and S ∪ S+ is maximal among all
preferred extensions (see [2]). Thus, algorithm 8 performs additional steps (on
top of what algorithm 4 does) to ﬁnd semi stable extensions from the constructed
set of all preferred extensions, see lines 1 - 3 of algorithm 8. Consider an af
H = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, c)}) then there are two preferred extensions
{a} & {b} while there is only one semi stable extension, which is {b}.
Algorithm 8: Enumerate Semi Stable(H,Eprf , E)
input : H is an af,
Eprf is the set of the preferred extensions of H,
E ⊆ 2A.
output: E ⊆ 2A.
1 foreach S ∈ Eprf do
2 if T ∈ Eprf with S ∪ S+  T ∪ T+ then
3 E ← E ∪ {S};
3.6. Ideal Semantics
Now we present algorithm 9 for constructing the ideal extension. Note that
the ideal extension is the maximal complete extension that is not attacked by
any other complete extension, see [2]. Therefore, algorithm 9 builds the ideal
extension by ﬁrstly constructing all complete extensions. Then it picks the ideal
extension from the listed complete extensions, see lines 1- 4. Observe that all
algorithms in this paper are designed to enumerate extensions in descending
order (w.r.t. ⊆) from a maximal extension to a minimal one; hence at line 1
there is no extra work to be done to traverse complete extensions in this order.
Algorithm 9: Build The Ideal Extension(H,Ecom)
input : H is an af,
Ecom is the set of the complete extensions of H.
1 foreach S ∈ Ecom do // descendingly w.r.t. set inclusion
2 if ∀T ∈ Ecom T+ ∩ S = ∅ then
3 report S is the ideal extension;
4 halt;
4. Enhanced backtracking algorithms for the acceptance problem
We present algorithms for deciding credulous and skeptical acceptance prob-
lem under preferred and stable semantics.
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4.1. Credulous acceptance under preferred, complete and admissible semantics
It is known that an argument is credulously accepted under preferred, ad-
missible and complete semantics if and only if the argument is in an admissible
set. Since we are concerned with deciding an acceptance of some argument,
say x, then the ﬁrst step is to label x with IN and next to apply the eﬀect on
the neighbor arguments. We deﬁne the initial labelling for deciding credulous
acceptance.
Deﬁnition 17 (Initial Labelling for Deciding Acceptance). Let H = (A,R)
be an af, x be an argument, S ⊆ A be the set of self-attacking arguments such
that x ∈ S. Then, the initial labelling of H for deciding an acceptance of x is
deﬁned by the union of the sets:
{(x, IN)} ∪
{(y,OUT ) | y ∈ {x}+} ∪
{(z,MUST OUT ) | z ∈ {x}−} ∪
{(v,BLANK) | v ∈ S ∪ {x}± ∪ {x}} ∪
{(u, UNDEC) | u ∈ S \ {x}±}.
We note a terminal labeling, as deﬁned earlier, is no more applicable to
deciding credulous acceptance. This is because a credulous acceptance of some
argument is aﬀected by some (i.e. not all) of the BLANK arguments, which are
those that have a directed path to the argument in question. For example in
ﬁgure 6 the argument g has no eﬀect on the credulous acceptance status of the
argument e. We give below a new deﬁnition for terminal labellings.
Deﬁnition 18 (Terminal Labellings for Deciding Acceptance). Let H =
(A,R) be an af, x be an argument and Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK}
be a total mapping. Then Lab is a terminal labelling of H for deciding an ac-
ceptance of x if and only if there is no (y, z) ∈ R with Lab(y) = BLANK and
Lab(z) = MUST OUT .
Another issue with deciding credulous acceptance is the concept of inﬂuential
arguments. Earlier we call an argument inﬂuential if it is labelled BLANK and
has the maximum number of neighbors among all BLANK arguments. Again,
deciding acceptance (for a given argument) is only aﬀected by the arguments
that have a directed path to the argument in question. So, we are interested
in the inﬂuential arguments that have a directed path to the argument in ques-
tion. We modify the deﬁnition of inﬂuential arguments for deciding credulous
acceptance.
Deﬁnition 19 (Inﬂuential Arguments for Deciding Acceptance). Let H =
(A,R) be an af, x be an argument, Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,MUST OUT,BLANK}
be a total mapping, Q = {u with Lab(u) = BLANK | there is v ∈ {u}+ with Lab(v) =
MUST OUT} and y ∈ Q. Then, y is inﬂuential in deciding a credulous accep-
tance of x if and only if for all z ∈ Q |{y}±| ≥ |{z}±|.
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Figure 6: How algorithm 10 decides a credulous acceptance of e in a given af.
We present algorithm 10 for deciding credulous acceptance, see ﬁgure 6 that
shows how algorithm 10 works.
We summarize now the diﬀerences between algorithm 10 and algorithm 4:
1. Maximality check is not required for deciding credulous acceptance, recall
algorithm 10 basically builds an admissible set containing the argument
in question.
2. The initial labelling is diﬀerent, see deﬁnition 17.
3. Terminal labellings are diﬀerent, see deﬁnition 18.
4. Inﬂuential arguments are diﬀerent, see deﬁnition 19.
It is not hard to see the soundness and completeness of algorithm 10.
Proposition 5. Let H = (A,R) be an af, x be an argument and Lab is the ini-
tial labelling of H for deciding a credulous acceptance of x. Then algorithm 10,
by calling Decide Credulous(H,x,Lab), decides a credulous acceptance of x.
Proof: Directly from similar structure of algorithm 10 and algorithm 4. 
Now we compare algorithm 10 with the algorithm of [19] for deciding cred-
ulous acceptance; there are three diﬀerences:
1. The ﬁrst diﬀerence is stylistic only. In [19] the algorithm uses the labeling
Lab : A → {PRO,OPP,OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC,BLANK}
while algorithm 10 uses
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,MUST OUT,UNDEC,BLANK}.
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Algorithm 10: Decide Preferred Credulous(H,x, Lab)
input : H is an af,
x is the argument in question,
Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,BLANK,MUST OUT}.
output: Lab : A → {IN,OUT,UNDEC,BLANK,MUST OUT}.
1 propagate Lab;
2 if Lab is hopeless then x is not accepted, halt;
3 while Lab is not terminal do
4 select any x ∈ A such that x is inﬂuential;
5 get a new labelling Lab′ by running the left-transition of Lab using x;
6 if Lab′ is not hopeless then Decide Credulous(H,x, Lab′);
7 update Lab by applying the right-transition of Lab using x;
8 if Lab is hopeless then return;
9 if Lab is admissible then
10 report x is accepted, x is in the admissible set {y | Lab(y) = IN};
11 halt;
The PRO label is applied in the same way the IN label is used in al-
gorithm 10. The actual diﬀerence between the two mappings is the use
of the OPP label. For a built admissible set S, an argument x with
Lab(x) = OPP implies that x ∈ S+ ∩ S− whereas in algorithm 10 such
x is mapped to OUT. Note that in [19] the concern was to compare with
related work that uses PRO & OPP. In this paper we opt to keep labeling
mappings consistent in all algorithms for readability. Again, we stress that
this issue (i.e. which of the two mappings to use) is a choice matter that
has negligible eﬀect on running-time eﬃciency.
2. Algorithm 10 applies labelling propagation. This is not the case in the
algorithm of [19].
3. Lastly we note that algorithm 10 is enhanced in the same way algorithm 4
is improved over the algorithm of [19] for preferred extension enumeration,
see subsection 3.1.
4.2. Deciding skeptical acceptance under preferred semantics
We present algorithm 11 for deciding skeptical acceptance. The algorithm
tries to build all preferred extensions that include the argument in question; if
no preferred extension is found then the argument is not skeptically accepted.
Otherwise, the algorithm tries to build one preferred extension without the
concerned argument. If such extension is not found then the algorithm concludes
that the argument is accepted. If the algorithm ﬁnds one preferred extension not
containing the argument, then it concludes that the argument is not accepted.
In fact algorithm 11 uses algorithm 4 for enumerating extensions. We note
algorithm 4 can be easily modiﬁed to list one extension instead of all extensions.
We stress that for deciding skeptical acceptance we build all preferred ex-
tensions that include the argument in question. This is because if an admissible
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set S for a given af is constructed excluding the argument in question, say x,
but not attacking x, then it is important to verify that S can not be expanded
to an admissible set that includes x. Such veriﬁcation is straightforward if all
preferred extensions including x are already constructed.
Algorithm 11: Decide Preferred Skeptical(H,x)
input : H is an af,
x is the argument in question.
1 Let Lab be the the initial labeling of H for deciding a skeptical
acceptance of x; // As specified in definition 17
2 Let E be an empty set;
3 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E) of algorithm 4;// To find all
extensions including x
4 if E is empty then report x not accepted and then halt;
5 reset Lab to be the initial labelling of H as described in deﬁnition 2;
6 set Lab(x) to UNDEC;
7 call Enumerate Preferred(H,Lab,E) of algorithm 4;// To find one
extension excluding x
8 if there is S ∈ E such that x ∈ S then x is not accepted else x is accepted;
We recall the algorithm of [19] for deciding skeptical acceptance to com-
pare with algorithm 11. The algorithm of [19] decides that an argument is not
skeptically accepted if it is attacked by a credulous argument. Otherwise the
algorithm of [19] enumerates all extensions. If an extension, without the argu-
ment in question, is constructed then the algorithm stops searching to conclude
that the argument is not accepted; else, the argument is accepted. Apart from
the new looking-ahead strategy, algorithm 11 is just another style of deciding
the skeptical preferred acceptance, which – we believe – is more elegant.
4.3. Deciding credulous acceptance under stable semantics
For credulous acceptance under stable semantics, we present (for the ﬁrst
time w.r.t. the current backtracking algorithms) algorithm 12 that decides cred-
ulous acceptance without listing all stable extensions. The algorithm tries to
construct one stable extension including the argument in question. If such ex-
tension is found then the algorithm concludes that the argument is accepted.
Otherwise the algorithm decides that the argument is not accepted. In fact,
if the problem is to decide credulous acceptance for all arguments in a given
af then listing all stable extensions is more eﬃcient than using algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12 uses algorithm 7 for enumerating extensions. We note algorithm 7
can be easily modiﬁed to list one extension instead of all extensions.
4.4. Deciding skeptical acceptance under stable semantics
For skeptical acceptance under stable semantics, we present (for the ﬁrst time
w.r.t. the current backtracking algorithms) algorithm 13 that decides skeptical
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Algorithm 12: Decide Stable Credulous(H,x)
input : H is an af,
x is the argument in question.
1 Let E be an empty set;
2 Let Lab be the the initial labeling of H for deciding a credulous
acceptance of x; // As specified in definition 17
3 call Enumerate Stable(H,Lab,E) of algorithm 7;// To find one
extension including x
4 if E is empty then x is not accepted else x is accepted;
acceptance without listing all stable extensions. The algorithm tries to con-
struct one stable extension excluding the argument in question. If such exten-
sion is found then the algorithm concludes that the argument is not skeptically
accepted; else, the argument is skeptically accepted. Algorithm 13 uses algo-
rithm 7 for enumerating extensions. Again we note algorithm 7 can be easily
modiﬁed to list one extension instead of all extensions.
Algorithm 13: Decide Stable Skeptical(H,x)
input : H is an af,
x is the argument in question.
1 Let E be an empty set;
2 Let Lab be the the initial labeling of H as speciﬁed in deﬁnition 2;
3 set Lab(x) to UNDEC;
4 call Enumerate Stable(H,Lab,E) of algorithm 7;// To find one
extension excluding x
5 if E is empty then x is accepted else x is not accepted;
4.5. Deciding acceptance under other semantics
For deciding a skeptical acceptance of an argument, say x, in a given af
under complete semantics we note that x is accepted if and only if x is in
the grounded extension, see [2]. So having the grounded extension constructed
(using, for example, the algorithm presented in [18]) is enough for deciding the
skeptical acceptance problem under complete semantics.
Under admissible semantics the skeptical acceptance problem is trivially de-
cided such that every argument is not skeptically accepted since the empty set
is admissible. Under semi stable semantics we do not give dedicated algorithms
for deciding the acceptance problem, but obviously algorithm 8 can be used for
deciding skeptical and credulous acceptance.
Under ideal semantics an acceptance of some argument, say x in a given af,
can be decided by using algorithm 6 for listing all complete extensions, which
will be used later to build the ideal extension. During the listing process if a
complete extension is found attacking x, then x is reported not accepted and
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then the process terminates. Otherwise, an acceptance of x is decided from the
constructed ideal extension.
5. Experimental Study
We performed our experiments on a Linux-based machine (Red Hat Enter-
prise Linux 7) with Intel Core i7-4702MQ 2.2GHz processor along with 4 GB
of system memory. In our experiments we reported elapsed running times (in
seconds) using the time command of Linux. For the lack of non-trivial set of
real instances of afs, we generated random afs by setting attacks (i.e. elements
of R) randomly with some predeﬁned probability. All of the generated afs were
free from self-attacking arguments; our algorithms can easily handle afs with
self-attacking arguments, but we avoided generating them in our experiments
to make sure that we do not end up with trivial afs. In acceptance problem
instances, we decide acceptance for an arbitrary argument; however, for a given
af instance we pick the same argument in every trial. For any problem instance
we set a time limit of 120 seconds; note that we include timeouts in reporting
total running times. The main goal of the experiments is to verify that the new
implementation of the algorithms presented above is more eﬃcient than previ-
ous implementations, which means that the new global looking-ahead strategy
is eﬀective. We implemented four experiments:
EXP 1. We examined how our algorithms perform as |R| changes. Figure 7 illus-
trates the behavior of algorithm 4 running on a set of 1000 afs. These afs
were generated randomly with |A| = 120 in each instance. Every point of
the chart of ﬁgure 7 represents the average running time of solving 10 afs.
For every p ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, ..., 0.98, 0.99, 1.0}, we generated 10 random
afs using p as the probability of any (x, y) being in R for a given af.
More speciﬁcally, given a set of arguments A = {a0, a1, ..., a118, a119} then
the probability that ai ∈ A attacks aj ∈ A is equal to p. Back to ﬁgure 7,
we observed two facts:
(a) hard (random) afs for algorithm 4 (and analogously for all of the
algorithms of this paper) might be often among those instances with
(approximately) 2|A| < |R| < 20|A|. Nonetheless, we stress that
not every af (with 2|A| < |R| < 20|A|) is necessarily hard to our
algorithm.
(b) the running-time of the algorithms is more sensitive to |R| rather
than |A|, which is also observed in [8, 10].
EXP 2. We compared the running-time of the new algorithm with the previous
algorithm together with two reduction-based solvers: CoQuiAAS and
ArgSemSAT, which achieved ﬁrst (respectively second) place in the First
International Competition on Computational Models of Argument (IC-
CMA 2015), see [22, 23]. CoQuiAAS is based on constraint program-
ming solvers, while ArgSemSAT is based on satisﬁability solvers. In
this experiment we generated 1000 afs with |A| = 120. For every p ∈
{0.01, 0.02, 0.03, ..., 0.98, 0.99, 1.0}, we generated 10 random afs using p
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Figure 7: The behavior of algorithm 4 where the x-axis represents the probability used in
generating the corresponding solved afs.
Table 1: The results of EXP 2 that verify the new looking-ahead strategy.
problem
new algorithms previous algorithms CoQuiAAS ArgSemSAT
seconds timeouts seconds timeouts seconds timeouts seconds timeouts
P1preferred 241.83 0 11813.50 68 66.80 0 1356.17 0
P1stable 90.35 0 1239.33 0 30.27 0 2302.99 0
P1complete 227.32 0 11715.29 69 48.26 0 1449.92 0
P1admissible 2553.70 7 - - - - - -
P1semi stable 247.68 0 11764.22 70 - - - -
P1ideal 244.70 0 11798.88 70 - - - -
P3preferred 26.06 0 51.97 0 7.21 0 78.47 0
P4preferred 69.81 0 3097.94 21 36.94 0 109.69 0
P3stable 21.54 0 - - 2.06 0 92.51 0
P4stable 50.80 0 - - 6.63 0 118.57 0
as the probability of any (x, y) being in R for a given af. We report the
total running-time of solving the 1000 afs in table 1. We use (-) in the
tables to imply that a problem is not solvable by the respective solver. In
summary, the table veriﬁes that the new algorithms are more eﬃcient than
previous algorithms. In this experiment we note that the total running-
times of ArgSemSAT are larger than the new algorithms. However it does
not contradict the results of ICCMA 2015. This is because most of the
afs of the competition seem to be generated with 2|A| < |R| < 20|A|,
which are hard to our algorithms as we noted earlier.
EXP 3. Comparing with CoQuiAAS and ArgSemSAT, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of the new algorithms using a diﬀerent set of random afs. We
generated 1000 random afs with |A|=120 as illustrated next. Given a
set of arguments A = {a0, a1, a3, ..., a118, a119}, then the probability that
ai ∈ A attacks aj ∈ A is equal to 0.01 + 0.01 ∗ (i div 2). Thereby the
number of outgoing attacks varies from argument to argument in a given
af. This is in contrary to the generated afs for the other experiments
where in a given af the number of outgoing attacks is almost constant for
all arguments. We report the total running-times of solving the 1000 afs
in table 2. The results show that the evaluated afs are easier to the new
algorithm than the set used in EXP 2. This conﬁrms that hard random
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Table 2: The results of EXP 3, using a diﬀerent set of random afs.
problem
new algorithms CoQuiAAS ArgSemSAT
seconds timeouts seconds timeouts seconds timeouts
P1preferred 20.10 0 20.98 0 199.81 0
P1stable 17.32 0 16.93 0 172.38 0
P1complete 27.91 0 13.11 0 233.55 0
P1admissible 28.29 0 - - - -
P1semi stable 28.12 0 - - - -
P1ideal 20.00 0 - - - -
P3preferred 10.00 0 0.89 0 30.88 0
P4preferred 10.09 0 6.02 0 40.19 0
P3stable 10.41 0 7.05 0 30.83 0
P4stable 14.96 0 12.50 0 39.62 0
Table 3: The results of EXP 4, using random afs with |A|=200.
problem
new algorithms CoQuiAAS ArgSemSAT
seconds timeouts seconds timeouts seconds timeouts
P1preferred 1917.12 12 765.81 1 1533.24 1
P1stable 1353.48 6 180.89 0 1745.36 2
P1complete 1906.85 12 316.69 0 1733.77 1
P1admissible 2017.41 14 - - - -
P1semistable 1904.54 12 - - - -
P1ideal 1901.50 12 - - - -
P3preferred 85.16 0 11.40 0 53.70 0
P4preferred 1072.22 6 397.88 1 109.06 0
P3stable 132.67 0 5.24 0 53.19 0
P4stable 289.89 1 44.38 0 124.87 0
afs are often among those with 2|A| < |R| < 20|A|. Note that in this
experiment the average probability used in generating the afs is about
0.3, which means on average |R| > 30|A|.
EXP 4. In contrast to CoQuiAAS and ArgSemSAT, we evaluated how the new
algorithms perform as |A| increases. Therefore, we generated 100 random
afs with |A|=200. For every p ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, ..., 0.98, 0.99, 1.0}, we
generated an af using p as the probability of any (x, y) being in R. In
table 3 we report the total running-times of solving the 100 afs. As
we expected, the total times of our algorithms go up as the number of
arguments grows.
6. Conclusion
We have presented reﬁned backtracking algorithms for computational prob-
lems under a number of argumentation semantics: preferred, admissible, com-
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plete, stable, semi stable and ideal semantics. Speciﬁcally, we improved the
backtracking search for extensions by using a global looking-ahead strategy
rather than the local looking-ahead strategy used in existing backtracking al-
gorithms [19]. Also, we set a new implementation of a backtracking approach
to deciding the acceptance problem –without necessarily listing all extensions–
under preferred, complete, admissible and stable semantics. All presented algo-
rithms are implemented and the improvements are experimentally veriﬁed.
The paper was focused on improving backtracking-based implementations for
abstract argumentation frameworks. This line of research, i.e. backtracking algo-
rithms for afs, was considered by a number of works such as [10, 11, 7, 25, 4, 21].
However, we build on the state-of-art backtracking-based implementations pre-
sented in [19, 18]. There are, of course, diﬀerent kinds of implementation such
as reduction-based algorithms; see [9] for an excellent review of methods for
implementing computational problems in abstract argumentation. Additionally
the results of ICCMA 2015 [22] show the performance of some of the above al-
gorithms compared with reduction-based methods; our entry in the competition
was under the name “ArgTools”. Although the presented backtracking-based
implementations might not be as eﬃcient as some reduction-based solvers, we
believe it is a matter of time until more intelligent backtracking techniques
will be implemented for abstract argumentation. In this regard, we plan to
investigate implementing backtracking procedures that learn from failures (i.e.
dead-ends). Such learning process is an important factor in the eﬃcient backend
solvers of the successful reduction-based entries of ICCMA 2015, see for exam-
ple [1, 15]. Also in future work we will study diﬀerent dynamic orderings for
the argument selection. Recall the presented algorithms apply a static ordering,
which depends on the number of neighbor arguments.
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